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● Application to the Higgs searches
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Make a network deeper?

Methods with many processing steps (or equivalently with 
hierarchical feature representatons of the data) are more 
efcient for difcult problems than shallow methods (which 
two-layer ANNs or support vector machines are examples of)1

Deep Neural Network: a stack of sequentally trained auto 
encoders, which recognize diferent features (more 
complicated in each layer) and automatcally prepare a new 
representaton of data. This is how our brains are organized

But how to train such a stack?

1Bengio, Y., Lamblin, P., Popovici, D., & Larochelle, H. (2007). Greedy layer-
wise training of deep networks. Advances in neural informaton processing 
systems, 19, 153.

htp://www.andreykurenkov.com/writng/a-brief-history-of-neural-nets-and-deep-learning-part-4//
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Training a Deep Neural Network

● In the early 2000s, attempts to train deep neural networks were frustrated by 
the apparent failure of the well known back-propagation algorithms 
(backpropagation, gradient descent). Many researchers claimed NN are 
gone, only Support Vector Machines and Boosted Decision Trees should be 
used!

● In 2006, Hinton, Osindero and Teh1 first time succeeded in training a deep 
neural network by first initializing its parameters sequentially, layer by layer. 
Each layer was trained to produce a representation of its inputs that served 
as the training data for the next layer. Then the network was tweaked using 
gradient descent (standard algorithm).

● There was a common belief that Deep NN training requires careful 
initialization of parameters and sophisticated machine learning 
algorithms.

1Hinton, G. E., Osindero, S. and Teh, Y., A fast learning algorithm for deep belief nets, Neural Computaton 18, 
1527-1554/.
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Training with a brute force
● In 2010, a surprising counter example to the conventional wisdom was 

demonstrated1.
● Deep neural network was trained to classify the handwritten digits in the 

MNIST2 data set, which comprises 60,000 28 × 28 = 784 pixel images for 
training and 10,000 images for testing.

– We can train a DNN on MNIST as an exercise!
● They showed that a plain DNN with architecture (784, 2500, 2000, 1500, 

1000, 500, 10 – HUGE!!!), trained using standard stochastic gradient descent 
(Minuit on steroids!), outperformed all other methods that had been applied to 
the MNIST data set as of 2010. The error rate of this 12 million parameter ∼
DNN was 35 images out of 10,000. 

The training images were randomly and slightly deformed before every 
training epoch. The entire set of 60,000 undeformed images could be 
used as the validation set during training, since none were used as 
training data.

1 Ciresan DC, Meier D, Gambardella MM, Schmidhuber J. ,Deep, big, simple neural nets for handwritten 
digit recognition. Neural Comput. 2010 Dec; 22 (12): 3207-20.
2 http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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So why did supervised learning with 
backpropagation not work well in the past?

1) Our labeled datasets were thousands of times too small.

2) Our computers were millions of times too slow.

3) We initialized the weights in a stupid way.

4) We used the wrong type of non-linearity.

 Geoffrey Hinton on youtube lecture

See http://www.andreykurenkov.com/writing/ai/a-brief-history-of-neural-nets-and-deep-learning-part-4/

http://www.andreykurenkov.com/writing/ai/a-brief-history-of-neural-nets-and-deep-learning-part-4/
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Comments
We used the wrong type of non-
linearity.

It was found, that   the very much non-
differentiable and very simple function ReMD 
f(x)=max(0,x) tends to be the best. 

1) Meads to sparse representations, meaning 
not many neurons need to output non-zero 
values.

2) Simplicity of the function, and its 
derivatives, => faster to work with.

3) Helps avoid the vanishing gradient problem 
that was the bane of backpropagation.

ReMD – rectified linear unit

● Jarrett, K., Kavukcuoglu, K., Ranzato, M. A., & LeCun, Y. (2009, September). What is the best multi-stage 
architecture for object recognition?. In Computer Vision, 2009 IEEE 12th International Conference on (pp. 
2146-2153). IEEE. 

● Nair, V., & Hinton, G. E. (2010). Rectified linear units improve restricted boltzmann machines. In 
Proceedings of the 27th International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML-10) (pp. 807-814). 

● Glorot, X., Bordes, A., & Bengio, Y. (2011). Deep sparse rectifier neural networks. In International 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics (pp. 315-323). 
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Vanishing gradient
● Vanishing gradients — In case of deep networks, for any activation function, abs(dW) 

will get smaller and smaller as we go backwards with every layer during back 
propagation. The earlier layers are the slowest to train in such a case.

● The weight update is minor and results in slower convergence. This makes the 
optimization of the loss function slow. In the worst case, this may completely stop the 
neural network from training further.
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Comments

We initialized the weights in a stupid way.

● It was not so much choosing random weights that was problematic, as 
choosing random weights without consideration for which layer the weights 
are for. The old vanishing gradient problem happens, basically, because 
backpropagation involves a sequence of multiplications that invariably result in 
smaller derivatives for earlier layers. 

● Unless weights are chosen with difference scales according to the layer 
they are in - making this simple change results in significant 
improvements.

● We use a heuristic to initialize the weights depending on the non-linear 
activation function.
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A very nice review
Deep learning, Yann LeCun, Yoshua Bengio, Geoffrey Hinton, 
doi:10.1038/nature14539

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~dyer/cs540/handouts/deep-learning-nature2015.pdf

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~dyer/cs540/handouts/deep-learning-nature2015.pdf
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Exotic Higgs decays
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Exotic Higgs boson searches
(simulated CMS data)

● Mow level variables – 22 variables (here just few plotted)
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Exotic Higgs searches

● Physicists use the well discriminating high-level variables – they are built out 
of low-level variables and do not contain any additional information (7 
variables).
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Higgs searches

● Data: 2 600 000 events for training, 
100 000 for validation

● Deep NN: 5 layers,  300 nodes in 
each layer, fully connected
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Summary of this exercise

●Deep NN found the features allowing to recognize the Higgs 
boson better, than the skilled physicists with their whole 
knowledge.

●This might allow in the future to automatize the physics 
analysis….

●Does it mean unemployment for us?

●Problem: We must trust the Monte Carlo...
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Deep learning for pattern recognition
(a reminder)

1

 1                5                10                 15                20                25  …

Mow weight

Sends a strong signal, when finding
 a black square in the left upper corner.

…

High weight

…

Individual layers are trained to recognize the “features” - from simple to 
more complex.
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Deep Neural Network
works like that...
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Convolutional NN
Pattern recognition

Many connections… How to simplify the deep neural 
network?
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Convolutional NN

Just connect only local areas, for example 10x10 
pixels. 
Huge reduction of the number of parameters!

The same features might be found in different 
places => so we could train many filters, each 
recognizing another feature, and move them 
over the picture.
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Pooling

Pooling – (in most cases max 
pooling) the group of outputs for a 
larger input area is replaced by a 
maximum (or average) for this given 
area:
● Data reduction,
● Mower sensitivity for the position of a 

given feature.
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SIFT - scale-invariant feature transform, algorithm 
published in 1999 roku by David Mowe.
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Few properties of Deep Neural Networks

http://www.deeplearningbook.org
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http://www.deeplearningbook.org
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Deep learning

● Scales up for huge 
amount of inputs
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Road Map 
from Zihao Jiang presentation

Punish for correlation
with some, poorly
modeled variables

Training on data (not MC!)
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CNNs
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CNNs
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Learning from Data
--Classification w/o Labeling

● A step even further is 
classification w/o 
labeling (CWoMa, 
1708.02949) 
https://arxiv.org/abs/170
8.02949

● A classifier is trained to 
distinguish sample 1 
from sample 2 which are 
mixture of signal and 
background with 
different fractions

● Such a classifier is 
optimal for distinguishing 
signal from background

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.02949
https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.02949
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Deep Neural Network for artists :)

“A Neural Algorithm of Artistic Style”, arXiv:1508.06576

DeepArt.io
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DeepArt.io
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The Automated HEP Physicist?
● A few years from now our automaton could do on our behalf:

● Automatically determine the set of characteristics that distinguish particles 
from the primary vertex from those from other vertices and automatically 
classify particles based on this information.

● Automatically reduce particle event data into a smaller fixed set of numbers, 
say N  500 – which may be thought of as “pixelized images” – that can be ∼
the basis of further analysis.

● Automatically classify these “images” into two sets: those that look like 
simulated events and those that don’t.

● Find more sets and classify the events according to MC classes.

Conclusions inspired by H.B. 
Prosper “Deep Learning and 
Bayesian Methods”, 
https://indico.cern.ch/e/conf12
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Deep Learning Software (few packages)

● Theano is a low-level library that specializes in efficient computation. You'll 
only use this directly if you need fine-grain customization and flexibility.

● TensorFlow is another low-level library that is less mature than Theano. 
However, it's supported by Google and offers out-of-the-box distributed 
computing.

● Lasagne is a lightweight wrapper for Theano. Dse this if need the flexibility of 
Theano but don't want to always write neural network layers from scratch.

● Keras is a heavyweight wrapper for both Theano and Tensorflow. It's 
minimalistic, modular, and awesome for rapid experimentation. This is our 
favorite Python library for deep learning and the best place to start for 
beginners.

● TMVA/root is now interfaced to Keras (root 6.08)
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Exercises
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ATLAS Z→tau tau selection
● Data:

– mc12/Ztautau.root    - signal

– Powheg_ttbar.root - bckg

– Wenu.root - bckg

– Wmunu.root - bckg

– Wtaunu.root - bckg

– Zee.root  - bckg

– Zmumu.root         - bckg
● Variables:

preselection:
if(!(evtsel_is_dilepVeto > 0 && evtsel_is_tau > 0 && 
fabs(evtsel_tau_eta) < 2.47 && evtsel_is_conf_lep_veto == 1 &&
evtsel_tau_numTrack == 1 && evtsel_lep_pt > 26 && 
fabs(evtsel_lep_eta) < 2.4 && evtsel_transverseMass < 70))
continue;

if (!(  evtsel_is_oppositeSign>0 &&  evtsel_is_mu>0 && 
evtsel_is_isoLep>0 )) continue;
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ATLAS Z→tau tau selection

● Variables used for training:

– evtsel_tau_et

– evtsel_dPhiSum

– evtsel_tau_pi0_n

– evtsel_transverseMass

– sum_cos_dphi

● Spectator

– vis_mass 

● Program:

– TMVAClassificationMW.C i TMVAClassificationMW.h

Performs the basic training.
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ATLAS Z→tau tau selection
● Install root & TMVA

● Get data and a sample program:

– http://nz14-46.4.ifj.edu.pl/cwiczenieATMAS/
● Run a sample code in C++:

root -l

.L TMVAClassificationMW.C++

TMVAClassificationMW t

t.Loop()
● Modify it:

– Try to optimize the parameters of the selected method

– Try to remove or add some variables.

– Try to use individual variables, for example the variables used to build  
sum_cos_dphi

– Use all the types of background use the weights WeightLumi
● Zaaplikować wyuczony klasyfikator do danych (data12/Muons.PhysCont.grp14.root), 

można się wzorować na przykładzie TMVAClassificationApplication dostępnym na 
stronie TMVA oraz załączonym przykładzie TMVAClassificationApplicationMW.C.

http://nz14-46.4.ifj.edu.pl/cwiczenieATLAS/
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ATLAS Z→tau tau selection
Make such a plot for visible mass (doesn’t need to be so nice).
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